Introduction
In this paper we consider the random linear parabolic equation Ikfitb where b is a positive integer and a^ are complex random functions defined in the strip h= {(x,t) :x 6 R n ,t e <0,T>j .
Applying the same parametrix method as in [2] , we construct a fundamental solution of the equation (0.1). This enables us to prove the existence of a solution of the Cauchy problem (0.2) Lu = f(x,t), (x,t) e H 0 = R n x(0,T> , (0.3) u(x,0) = g(x), x 6 R n , where f and g are given complex random functions. In paper [4] there were treated random linear parabolio equations of the second order and there were obtained results similar to the above-mentioned ones. We applied in [4] the same parametrix method as in [3] (chapter 1) which required ^ notation and definitions will be stated in Section 1.
-469 -stronger assumptions conoerning coefficients than those made in the present paper specialized to the case b = 1.
Preliminaries
Let (Si, 7 , P) be a probabilistic space, where P is a complete probability measure. By Lp(£2) (1 < p < oo) we denote the Banach space of all complex random variables f(u'i) defined on (fl, 7, P) with finite norm 1 ||f||p = [¿|fMPp(du)]P. if p<°° } ||f|| = ess sup |f(col |.
The limit, continuity and partial derivatives of a random function u : A--Lp(ft), A C R n , are understood in the-strong sense and they are called respectively the Lp-limit, Lp-continuity and L -derivatives of u. By We abbreviate C°(A,L (a)) = C(A,L (fi)). Let us denote P ' P oO C°° (A,L (&) ) = Pi C k (A,L (fl)). This enables us to introduce P k=1 P the set S(R n ,LJQ)} of all functions ue C°° (R n ,L (a) ) P P such that for any multi-indexes a, /ieNj? we have sup xeR n x^Paix) a a < oo , x a = x1 1 ... xn n For a function u € S(R n ,Lp(a)) there is defined the Fourier transform The following lemmas will be needed. Lemma 1.1. If a 6 S(R n ,L p (a)), then a 6 S(R n ,L p (fl)) and u(z) = (23T)-n J û(f)e i(ac »? } d| .
R n
The proof is the same as that for nonrandom functions. Lemma 1.2.
If h e C 1 (<a, |S>, L {£)), then there exists a number jfe <oC , (3 > such that ||h{^)-h(a)|| < <||h'(ir)| p (MJ.
Proof.
We have
Hence it follows from the integral mean value theorem that fi
Let A c R n be a convex domain. If A u 6 C (A,L p (û)) t then for any points a, |JeA, at P , there exists a point f lying on the segment a/5 such that
Throughout this paper the proper and improper integrals of Lp-continuous random functions are taken in the strong Rienpjpn sense (Lp-integrals). Definitions and lemmas of paper [4J concerning Lp-integrals of real random functions hold true also for complex ones. Moreover, the measurability of random functions, assumed in [4] , is superfluous.
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Proof.
The random function v(r) = U((1 -fld+tfr), t€ < 0,1 > , belongs to C 1 {< 0,1 > ,L p (a)) and ita ^-derivative is defined by formula n (1. 3) v'(r) = £ (<*+*(?>-<*))' If a k e C( < 0,T> ,L«> (£)) and the operator L' is uniformly parabolic (Definition 1.1), then there exists a complex random function Z(x,t,f,r) de-« fined in the set (2.2) A q = {(x,t,f,r): x,£ e R n , 0 4 % < t 4 l}
Note that a k (x,t) are random functions. Therefore inequality (1.3) holds for (x,t) eH, 6 e R n , ue^ where p(a x>t ) = 1. How, the estimate (2.3) results from (2.18), (2.19) and (2.15).
We use the estimate (2.9) and Pubini's theorem I'll (p.193). •/here
be an arbitrary bounded domain and let t > 0.
According to the uniform L^-continuity of g in any bounded domain and the estimate (2.3), there exists an a > 0 such that for any xeA,0<r<t^T we have.
For the above a there exists, by (2.3), an h Q such that for x 6 A, 0^r< t < r+h Q holds the inequality
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The estimate (2.9) guarantees the existence of the Fourier transform
The above equality implies that
Taking into considerations the relations "t J a o (0)dp 3. An equation with parameter In this section we shall consider the equation
with the parameter y e R.
The following assumptions will be needed.
(3.1) The coefficients a k , |k| = 2b, are complex random functions Lao-bounded in H and Loo-continuous in t 6 < 0,T> uniformly with respect to y e R n ^K (3.II) There are constants a e (0,1) and M^ > 0 such that a k (y,t)-a k (y' f t)|| oo ^M^y-y^ , t 6 < 0,T> , y,y' e R n .
(3.Ill) The operator L Q is uniformly parabolic (Definition 1.1 ).
As in Section 2, we introduce the function
r defined in the set A^ = j(t,r,y,6): y, 6 e R n , 04r4t Clearly Q e C(A^,Loo(fi)) and there exists Leo-derivative e CU^.L«*, (fi)) given by formula
Q(t,r,y,6). 6) I.e. for any t e < 0,T> we have where the convergence is uniform with respect to y e R . 
Iml=2b R n
Since the functions a ($, t)f( §, r), |m| = 2b, satisfy assumption (3.IV), therefore it follows from the proof of (3.26) that
|D t J(x,t,r)| q < Mg(t-r) X e A, 0 < f<t< T.
-484 -Hence, by Remark 4.9 of [4] , the integral 
-
and K 1 , Kij are defined by (2.20). Evaluating the norms ||lj| q (j=1,2) like as ||l 3 || q (see (3.22 ) and (3.23)),we conclude that for j =1,2 uniformly with respect to x e A, t e <h Q ,T>. Obviously (3.31) holds for j = 4, too. The validity of (3.31) for j = 3 is a consequence of the relation Using Lemma 1.3, the estimate (3.7) and the condition (4.9), we get for some 0e <-1,1> the inequality
where C(|k|), C'(|k|) are positive constants depending on |k| and £ (0, 5'). Hence, by assumption (3.II), we get 3 _n+2b-«2 (4.12) ||P?|| < C, |x-x'| 1 (t-r) exp (t-r) W where 0<a1<a , a2 = a -a1, 0 < Similarly, the estimates (4.11), (3.7) and assumptions (3.II), (4.1) imply the estimates of the norms J| r 31(p» || F j||oo of " fcil0 form (4.12). Therefore, by (4.10), we obtain, under the condition (4.9), the estimate n+2b-a a 2 £ |x-f| (4.13|)
exp -^ (t-r) 1 In View of the estimates (4.7), (4.12) and by Lemma 7 ([3]fc p.253),ithe function t W(x,t, § f r) = jj K(x,t,y,jj)<p(y,f$,$,r)dyd0 r R n satisfies, under the condition (4.9), the inequality of the form (4.13) with C^ and replaced by some constants > 0 and e (O,^), respectively. Hence, if (4.9) holds, then with the aid of (4.3), (4.8) and (4.13) we conclude that for the norm ||Acp|| p remains valid the estimate (4.13) with C^ and replaced by Cg > 0 and respectively.
Now we shall consider the function t (4.14)
V(x,t, §, t) = j j G 0 (x-y,t l y l^)<? (y,^,^,z')dyd(J. It remains to prove the existence of derivatives |m| = 2b, of the function V 2 (x,M,t) = | J(x,t,fr,$,r)dp. The method of proving is similar to that applied in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [4] . in view of the estimate (2.3i the function 
